GROUP PROFILE

Directions: This is just a simple activity to get the group working together in a positive manner by being creative. Just like an individual has a profile on a social media account, for this exercise the group as a whole needs to work together to agree on a group profile

Keep in mind these guidelines: Respect one another... Listen to one another... One person talks at a time

Be creative: Anything goes as long as it is not insulting or hurtful

Work together as a group to come up with the following aspects of the group profile:

- Group name:
- Group profile pic (Maybe someone is willing to draw something or else design something together)
- Group likes (Try to agree on about 5)
- Group dislikes (Come up with 3)
- Group tag line or saying (This would be one line that represents the group)
- Group Mission Statement (A more in-depth description of the goals, purpose and vision of the group)
- Member usernames (Clever nicknames for each person present)
- Group Profile Password